A conceptual design of electron cooling of 9 GeV antiprotons for the Tevatron is discussed. Analytic and numeric calculations of the cooling process determine the basic requirements of the cooler.
during stochastic cooling with 2-4 GHz bandwidth.
However, the efficiency of the stochastic cooling decreases with intensity of the cooled beam, which could make it insufficient for the future TeV 133 program. Electron cooling might he a good supplement to stochastic cooling because of its independence on the beam intensity. On the other hand, electron cooling is much more efficient if the beam is already precooled. Thus, a hybrid cooling scheme could he used in the Recycler, with stochastic cooling for the first stage and electron cooling for the second.
SCENARIO
A possible scenario for the periodic cooling-stacking process in the Recycler could be following: t = 0 : 100 bunches of (hot) antiprotons leave the Tevatron, are decelerated in the Main Injector, and xrive at the Recycler, sharing its circumference with already cooled antiproton beam. Then, the cold portion is transfered to the Main Injector, releasing the phase space for the hot beam with N = (2.5 -10) . 1012p's occupying A = 400 eVs of the longitudinal phase space and 30s mm mrad of the normalized 95% emittance. Transverse stochastic precooling starts.
Every quarter of an hour, a fresh pbar batch anives from the Accumulator. Its population is 10" in l0eVs and 1 5 s mm mrad (normalized 95%). It is adjoined longitudinally to the whole stack by means of the harrier-bucket technique [Z].
tance is 15nmm mrad. Electron cooling begins. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
To simulate electron cooling processes, a multi-particle C++ code has been written. This code tracks the time evolution of an ensemble of cooled particles, optimizes the cooling process under various conditions and finds the tolerances on imperfections.
In distinction to usual situation in low-energy coolers, relative velocities between thecooled particles and the electrons are supposed here to be determined by the cooled particle @) velocities. Electron velocities are assumed to be low enough not to depress the cooling rates. In this case, the longitudinal and transverse cooling rates All and X I are strong functions of thep longitudinal and transverse velocities in the beam frame 211, and V L [31:
The smaller the p velocity is, the faster it decreases. Thus, electron cooling tends to shape a narrow core of supercooled particles inside the distributions. For flat pbar distributions, i.e., vi1 << v~, the longitudinal rates are higher than the transverse and the longitudinal core is created first. Actual size of this core is determined by an equilibrium between cooling and IBS diffusion which is calculated separately (see section 5). The conclusion from the simulations is that transverse cooling of the recycled p 3 from E = 15n mm mrad to E = 1 0~ mm mrad requires 0.9 Amperexhour (Ah) of (cooler length)x(cooling time), for a 20 m cooling section. For beam from the Accumulator, this value is 0.7 Ah.
The longitudinal phase area A shrinks with a rate TO zz 1.2 A-lh-' over the whole interesting interval 150 eVs < A <400 eVs. This approximate rate is used in the stacking model discussed below.
COOLING-STACKING PROCESS
The phase space evolution in the cooling-stacking process can be described as:
where fs is the stacking frequency, the number of injections per hour, Ab is the hatch phase area, and A, is the fractional phase area dilution due to the stacking imperfection. The solution reads:
The asymptotic phase space area A(m) is related to an equilibrium between factors which tend to increase the phase space (stacking, dilution) and the factor tending to shrink it (cooling). The phase area evolution is presented in Fig. 4 , a tolerance for the dilution can be found from the results shown in Fig. 5 . The conclusion is that for the injection frequency fs = 4h-' and dilution A, < 1%, the current I, = 300 mA is sufficient for antiproton accumulation. Under these assumptions, IBS is reduced to a heat transfer from the hot transverse degrees of freedom to the cold longitudinalone whichcan be describedasadiffusionin the longitudinal degree of freedom. The diffusion imposes a limit on the width of the longitudinal distribution: it cannot be smaller than the one determined by the cooling-diffusion equilibrium. If the equilibrium width is smaller than the design value, IBS can be neglected; otherwise. IBS puts a limit on the final width of the distribution.
Conventionally, the IBS diffusion coefficient is calculated as a single number for the whole distribution. This number results from an averaging of the local diffusion coefficient, which depends on actions of the scattered particle, over the distribution. However, to derive the equilibrium distribution with a good accuracy, a knowledge of the average diffusion is not sufficient; more detailed information contained in the local diffusion dependencies is required.
The diffusion coefficient D as a function of velocity am- where no is the pbar density at the beam axis, L9 is the IBS Coulomblogarithmand E , is the normalizedrms emittance. The calculated diffusion is consistent with the average diffusion coefficient reported in [4] to an accuracy better than 10%; it is also consistent with numerical calculations of the average diffusion that are free from the above simplifications 151.
The evolution of the longitudinal distribution is described by the Fokker-Planck equation:
is the cooling force independent in this case of the value of the longitudinal velocity w, with I. as the electron current, a as the electron h e m radius, 7 as the circumference fraction occupied by the cooler and LII as the Coulomb logarithm for the longitudinal cooling 131. 
